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Abstract

In this paper, we discuss a novel approach to support users in information

overload situations. This situated approach is based on the perspective that

human cognition is most appropriately described as situated. In this context,

situated means that human cognition is considered as an emergent property

of the interaction of an individual with his or her environment. Our work

aims at supporting humans in coping with information overload situations.

In order to account for situatedness, we only support users in �nding interest-

ing information instead of automating the search task. Reading Usenet news

is a prime example for situations with high volume conversational data. The

global conferencing system Usenet o�ers an amount of conversational data per

day that exceeds human cognitive capabilities by far. We have augmented a

standard newsreading tool to o�er support for situated actions. First ex-

periences with the augmented newsreader are encouraging and suggest that

this situated approach is an interesting complement to traditional information

�ltering approaches.

1 Introduction

The huge and increasing amount of information available in the information age

suggests to investigate new ways to support humans in gathering information that

might be interesting, helpful, or necessary for them. One of the central questions
is how to provide adequate support for the information seeking process. From a

cognitive science and situated cognition perspective, the goal is not to automate but
to support this information seeking process in order to allow for situatedness and

the peculiarities of human cognition.

In this paper, we present a situated information �ltering approach to support
users in coping with high volume conversational data. This approach is based on the
perspective that human behavior is inherently situated (see below) and complements

other approaches by avoiding to automatically detect information that might be

interesting to the user.

The domain under investigation is the global conferencing system Usenet News
o�ering more than 300000 articles per day. Support in coping with Usenet, on



the one hand, is given by a potentially signi�cant1 reduction of the amount of

articles the user has to browse. On the other hand, gradually fading out of probably

uninteresting discussions is used to support the user in becoming aware of his or her

interests. Data collected while monitoring the user's information seeking behavior

is used to �nd out about discussions that are likely to be uninteresting (instead of

trying to determine the interesting discussions since this would involve modeling

the user's interests). In order to avoid misinterpretations, the situated information

�ltering approach uses a high degree of interactivity. The augmented newsreader

interface always allows the user to accept or to reject indicated consequences of his

or her actions.

We will proceed as follows. First, we introduce the notion of situatedness and

discuss some implications of this view for the design of human-computer interfaces

and point out the major high-level design decisions. Based on these considerations,

we discuss the bene�ts of the situated information �ltering approach and describe

how we modi�ed a standard newsreader (Knews) to enable situated information

�ltering. The paper concludes with a discussion of �rst user experiences with the
augmented newsreader.

2 Information Seeking and Situated Actions

From a situated cognition[4] perspective, user interests cannot not be viewed in iso-
lation from human behavior since expressions of interest are only manifestations of
human behavior. In contrast to the so-called \rationalistic" perspective[9] which

views human cognition as data-processing and behavior as being largely prede-
termined by plans, the situated cognition perspective suggests to view cognition,
knowledge, and behavior as being fundamentally situated: cognition and knowledge
are emergent properties of the interaction of an individual with its environment,
i.e., its current situation (thus, the term \situatedness"). Cognition cannot be re-

duced to internal \data-processing", it cannot be \de-contextualized" into a set of
abstract descriptions[14, 4]. One important implication of situatedness is that the
way a human interacts with a situation continuously changes based on his or her
experience.

Supposedly clear \expressions of interest", such as the selection of a speci�c

document, are always subject to the frame-of-reference-problem[3]. The interest or

information need is generated in the head of the observer, rather than in the head of
the observed subject. The information need is not only \inside the user's head"[2],
but a result of the interaction of the user with a continuously changing situation: the

objectivity of a situation is achieved rather than given[14]. Accordingly, information-

need situations are dynamic and constantly changing[1].

1The actual degree is dependent upon the particular newsgroup under consideration and the

average length of its discussions.



3 Situated Information Filtering

Most approaches to help users in coping with high volume conversational data try

to partly automate the information seeking process by matching models of interests

and documents [6, 8, 11]. Since situated actions gain their meaning within the actual

situation the user is involved (which is inaccessible to the newsreader), the situated

information �ltering approach does neither consider assumed interests of the users

nor the content of selected documents.

Our approach focuses on supporting the user in acting situated rather than do-

ing the information �ltering for him or her. In our discussion-oriented approach, we

help the user in focusing on more interesting discussions (also referred to as subjects

or threads). Support is basically given by reducing the amount of uninteresting

discussions which are gradually faded out over time. As a sidee�ect, the user is sup-

ported in becoming aware of his or her interests among the available discussions. In

order to account for situatedness and the frame-of-reference problem, our approach

completely avoids matching user pro�les with document pro�les (pro�les in terms

of content-based modeling of interests and documents).

Since Usenet consists of a dynamic stream of incoming articles, new articles have
to be classi�ed as belonging to more uninteresting or more interesting discussions.
In our approach, we do not consider the content of the incoming articles but exploit
the inherent structure of Usenet articles[5] to �nd out the discussions the articles
belong to (see below).

In the literature, three di�erent terms have been identi�ed to describe �ltering

approaches: cognitive, social, and economic �ltering[10]. The cognitive �ltering
approach characterizes the content of messages and the information needs of the
recipient. The social �ltering approach (also referred to as collaborative �ltering[7] or
recommending[13]) tries to exploit the interrelations of individuals in a community.
The third approach, economic �ltering, is only of minor interest in the context of

information needs. In the content-based cognitive �ltering approach, interests and
document contents are abstracted to so-called pro�les that are matched against
each other to classify documents as supposedly interesting or uninteresting. In the
social �ltering approach, the contents of documents are not analyzed but expressions
of interests in terms of abstract ratings are compiled to pro�les of interests. In

the use of abstraction, the social �ltering approach is similar to the content-based
one. Situated information �ltering is di�erent from these approaches since we avoid

modeling in order to account for situatedness while the other approaches prefer the

use of models.
The interaction with interfaces to information services, such as newsreaders for

the Usenet or browsers for the World Wide Web, is technically highly constrained.
Most interactions with the computer have to be performed with devices, such as a

keyboard or a mouse, and most information is displayed on a screen only. Therefore,
it is easy to monitor most of the user's interactions with the interface: the selection of

a document, the delay between the selection and the selection of the next document
(i.e., time supposedly spent to read documents), etc. These user actions are used to

�nd out about in which discussions the user is not interested in.

Since the interpretation of situated (user) actions always involves a frame-of-
reference issue[3], we have based the design of the augmented newsreader on the



following working hypotheses[9]:

1. Not too much value should be attributed to (single) user actions; they should

not be interpreted as clear indicators of interest. (sometimes, humans make

faults, or they are under the inuence of events that do not directly relate

to the document search; documents may turn out to be uninteresting after

having selected them)

2. Selection of a document should not be interpreted as necessarily indicating an

information need.

3. Not too much importance should be attributed to author, title, etc.

4. Information needs depend on the actual situation: they are dynamic, not

static.

The global conferencing system Usenet News is a prime example for high volume

conversational data since it o�ers more than 300.000 articles per day. Although the
articles are already organized within a hierarchy of more than 15.000 so-called news-
groups (groups of articles sharing a particular topic, e.g., the newsgroup comp.ai

has the topic computers and arti�cial intelligence), it is not uncommon that selected
newsgroups still o�er more than 1000 articles per day. Since most Usenet users par-
ticipate in several newsgroups covering di�erent topics, the overall article volume
exceeds human cognitive capabilities (and the time people are willing to spend for
using Usenet) by far.

For our Usenet experiments, we modi�ed Knews2, an X-windows-based news-
reader that provides most standard newsreader features, such as threading, user-
de�ned highlights and kill�les, and a graphical user interface. We modi�ed the
newsreader in order to monitor most user actions. Actions include, but are not
limited to, selecting a newsgroup, selecting a thread or an article, reading an article
partly or completely, saving or printing an article, forwarding or mailing an article,

etc.
The detection of uninteresting data can be accomplished by monitoring whether

the user repeatedly ignores or even deletes a discussion while browsing a newsgroup.
This ignoring of discussions is interpreted only as slight indicator for not being

interested in the discussion. Therefore, ignoring a discussion does not cause the

discussion to vanish immediately but to gradually fade out. Only if the discussion
reaches its �nal \uninteresting" state (speci�cally visualized) it will be marked for

exclusion for a user-de�ned period of time. Otherwise, in the next session, the
discussion will be moved to the bottom of the list of unread discussions according

to its current degree of \uninterestingness".

Di�erent degrees of \uninterestingness" cause discussions behave like bubbles
oating up and down according to the user's attention (in terms of actions) paid
to the discussions: those with the most attention are listed at the top and those

repeatedly ignored are located at the bottom and will eventually be �ltered, i.e., they

will not appear when the user enters the newsgroup next time. The �ltering is based

on the assumption that further articles (so-called followup articles) in uninteresting

2http://www.student.nada.kth.se/�su95-kjo/knews.html



discussions are also uninteresting[12]. However, things change and it is a peculiarity

of Usenet discussions that subject changes often are not followed by a change of

the corresponding Subject: line. Therefore, deletation of discussions is limited in

time to allow for a reassessment of the degree of interestingness. This is necessary

since the user is the only instance to ascribe interestingness in the situated �ltering

approach. In order to allow for the long-term discrimination of interesting and

uninteresting discussions the behavioral state of discussions is collected in a database

over extended periods of time.

4 Discussion

In this paper, we have presented a situated information �ltering approach to sup-

port users in coping with high volume conversational data situations in the Usenet

domain. The approach accounts for situatedness by avoiding the interpretation of

user actions as clear indicators of interest. Instead, help is provided to focus the

user's attention on potentially interesting articles by gradually fading out, deleting,
and reordering discussions that have shown to be less interesting. Depending on the

actual newsgroup, this approach signi�cantly reduces the amount of uninteresting
discussions and helps the user to focus his of her attention on the more interesting
discussions.

Experiences with the prototypical situated �ltering system have shown that it is
indeed possible to provide an encouraging level of support without automating the
information seeking process by matching models of user interests with documents.

Experienced Usenet users �nd this more situated approach useful. However, further
experiments have to be conducted to clarify whether this also holds true for less
experienced or even novel users. Extended user experiments at our department are
under preparation.

Although �rst results are encouraging, they should not be interpreted as if this

purely situated approach is an alternative to traditional �ltering and recommenda-
tion approaches. Instead, the situated approach should be regarded as a complement
to traditional approaches. The golden mean is probably somewhere between a tra-
ditional �ltering approach and this purely situated �ltering approach.

Currently, our focus is on Usenet but we believe that the situated perspective

is also valuable for related domains, such as email or the web that also exhibit

\information overload". Also, the notion of situatedness introduces an important
novel perspective into the technology-driven, largely rationalistic, Internet culture.
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